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In 2003 Dohmen, Pönitz and Tittmann introduced a bivariate generalization
P(G;x,y) of the chromatic polynomial P(G;y). While the definition of the usual
chromatic polynomial strictly claimes, respectively, different colours for pairwise
non-adjacent vertices, the bivariate polynomial expands this set of colours by an-
other set without any restrictions. Let X = Y ∪Z with Y ∩Z = /0 be the set of all
available colours with |X |= x and |Y |= y. By a generalized proper colouring of G
we denote a map φ : V → X such that for all edges {u,v} ∈ E with φ (u) ∈ Y and
φ (v) ∈ Y φ (u) 6= φ (v) holds. In other words two adjacent vertices may only be
coloured in the same colour, if this is chosen from Z.

The computation of the chromatic polynomial of a graph is an NP-complete
problem. Consequently, this is also valid for the bivariate generalization of the
chromatic polynomial. A recursion formula, which was introduced by Averbouch,
Godlin and Makowsky in 2008, has exponential complexity. Hence, our aim is to
find efficient algorithms or formulas for the calculation of the bivariate chromatic
polynomial for special types of graphs. The following results will be presented.

We introduce partition formulas, which can be used to compute the bivariate
chromatic polynomial for arbitrary graphs. These formulas are very complex, but
they are also an easy method to prove more special but less complex formulas.

Some of those less complex methods are recursion-free equations for the com-
plete partite graphs K2,...,2 and K3,...,3 as well as a recursion formula for the more
general complete partite graph Kn1,...,nt with t ≥ 1 and ni ≥ 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , t}.

Finally, we will consider complete seperators in graphs. In the univarate case,
a complete seperator allows a simplification of the computation of the univariate
chromatic polynomial. We will show that this is much more difficult in the bivariate
case.
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